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NMR spin-echo measurements of reversible and irreversible motion of a driven vortex lattice

F. Lefloch,* W. G. Clark,† and W. H. Wong‡

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California 90095-1547
~Received 17 September 1998!

We report measurements of flux-line motion that is driven by a periodic rocking of the external magnetic
field through a small angle in the type-II superconductor NbTi alloy filaments. The effect of the motion
is to reduce the height of the93Nb NMR spin-echo signal. By investigating a broad range of parameters
that characterize the rocking motion and the NMR pulse sequence, the scaling behavior discussed earlier
@W. G. Clark, F. Lefloch, and W. H. Wong, Phys. Rev. B52, 7488~1995!# is found to persist into a regime
where irreversible flux-line motion causes an additional reduction of the echo height. The earlier model is
extended phenomenologically to include irreversible displacements of the axis about which each vortex rocks.
A second scaling relation for this mechanism that is seen experimentally is contained in the extended model.
The results suggest that the irreversible part of the motion is driven by the rf pulse that forms the spin echo.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A substantial amount of work has been devoted to inv
tigating the static and dynamic properties of flux lines~FL’s!
in several classes of superconductors: traditional curr
carrying wires, high-temperature superconductors, organ
etc. Theoretical work has been applied to recently recogn
~FL! phases, such as vortex glasses and liquids,1–3 and
various experimental tools have been used to investig
the properties of the FL structures, including electric
transport,4,5 neutron diffraction,6 magnetization,7 mSr,8 and
NMR.9 Much of the work shows that the dynamic and pi
ning properties of the FL’s are rather complex.

NMR has played10,11 and continues to play12–15 a signifi-
cant role in probing the static and dynamic properties
vortices in both conventional and high-Tc superconductors
One feature of interest is the response of a FL structure
driving force. Several types of FL driving force are availab
~1! a change in the magnitude of the applied magnetic fie
~2! a change in its direction, or~3! a current perpendicular to
the applied field. Such measurements probe the magn
field distribution of flux-line lattice~FLL! and/or irreversible
phenomena, and can be used for absolute measuremen
the penetration depthl in the volume of the sample.

In this paper, we present an NMR study of FL dynam
in multifilament NbTi wire that shows both a reversible a
irreversible motion of the FL in response to a small perio
driving force. A preliminary report of this work16 and analy-
sis model17 have shown that NMR spin echoes can be u
as a sensitive local probe of driven FL motion. This mode17

which calculates the reduction of the height of the NMR s
echo caused by driven FL motion in an isotropic, cylindric
type-II superconductor with the field perpendicular to t
cylinder axis, is based upon a reversible motion of the F
in response to rocking the magnetic field~or the sample!
through a small angle; i.e., the FL throughout the sam
follow the tipping of the externally applied magnetic field.
is also assumed that the point about which each FL rot
~‘‘anchor point’’! is the midpoint of each FL. One of its mai
features is that it predicts the experimentally observed16 scal-
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~10!/7094~8!/$15.00
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ing relation for the reduction of the spin-echo height in ter
of the rocking angle amplitude (c0), the rocking frequency
~v!, and the spacing~t! of the rf pulses used to generate th
spin echo. Another useful aspect of the model is that fo
known sample geometry and an applied magnetic field w
below the upper critical field, the only adjustable parame
is l. Because it requires a single adjustable parameter t
the data, we refer to it as the one-parameter model. Th
measurements of this kind can be used to obtain an abso
value of the penetration depth as a function of temperatu

In the next section, we present additional experimen
results on NbTi multifilamentary wire that cover a substa
tially broader range of conditions than the earlier repor16

They show that for ‘‘moderate’’ rocking of the field, th
characteristics of the one-parameter model are retained.
more vigorous rocking the scaling relation is still followe
but there is an additional reduction of the spin-echo hei
that we attribute to a static displacement of the anchor p
and a much smaller, irreversible motion of it during the
pulse. Section IV contains a short review of the on
parameter model followed by a phenomenological extens
which can account for our experimental observations. I
based upon a random, irreversible variation in time of
anchor point about which each FL rocks which we think
determined by the characteristics of the many pinning c
ters in the sample. This model also has the potential to c
acterize further irreversible effects that are related to the
plitude of the rf magnetic field used to generate the s
echoes.18

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

Our NMR measurements of FL motion are based upon
following points. For a standard two-pulse spin-echo m
surement in a static magnetic field, all nuclear spins cont
ute to the echo because the accumulated phase after the
pulse~dephasing period! is exactly canceled by the accumu
lated phase after the second pulse~rephasing period!. How-
ever, when the FL’s are driven by changing the direction
the external magnetic field, they move relative to the nuc
7094 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 7095NMR SPIN-ECHO MEASUREMENTS OF REVERSIBLE . . .
fixed in the sample and generate a corresponding time
pendence of the local magnetic field. The consequence is
the accumulated phase of precession after the first puls
not ~except for unusual conditions! canceled by the accumu
lated phase after the second pulse, so that the height o
echo is reduced. Models of the vortex magnetic field and
motion are then used to relate the reduction in the spin-e
height to the details of the FL motion.

The sample used in this work is approximately 7000 Nb
filaments 10mm in diameter and 1 cm long obtained b
etching away the copper from commercial superconduc
magnet wire~transition temperatureTc.9 K at zero field!.
Spin-echo signals were generated using a laboratory-b
spectrometer and recorded on a digital scope connected
computer. Low temperatures were obtained with a gas fl
system in a standard4He cryostat. A diagram indicating th
orientation of the sample and magnetic fields is shown
Fig. 1~a!. The dc applied field of 1.16 T was provided by a
electromagnet whose field was in a horizontal plane.
NMR coil was wound on the sample with its axis parallel
the filaments. For all of the measurements reported here
axis of the NMR coil was along the vertical direction. An
field amplitudeB1.10 mT in the rotating frame was use
for most of the measurements. The rocking field was indu

FIG. 1. ~a! Orientation of the magnetic fields used in the expe
ments and~b! relation of the spin-echo timing to the rocking angl
The dotted line in~b! shows the variation of the rocking angle wit
time. The effect of FL motion on the spin echo is the reduction
height shown for the spin-echo sequence centered atvt590° in
comparison with the height atvt590°.
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by a solenoid located in the dewar whose axis was also
tical. We measured the spin-echo response of the93Nb nuclei
~g/2p510.407 MHz/T andI 5 9

2 ! as a function of the param
eters that characterize the rocking motion. Since the sam
is an alloy with many imperfections, there is a large dist
bution of electric field gradients that causes a quadrup
broadening of the93Nb signal on the order of 35 mT tha
obscures the line shape associated with the FLL in the su
conducting state.

The main parameters that characterize the measurem
are the angular amplitude of the rocking motion (c0), its
frequency~v!, the spin-echo pulse spacing~t!, and the ap-
plied magnetic field. In these experiments,c0 was in the
range 0.1–25 mrad~most values were below 6 mrad!, v/2p
covered 10 to 400 Hz,t was varied from 100 to 400ms, and
the external field was 1.16 T.

Figure 1~b! shows the timing relation between the pha
of the rocking field and the spin-echo measurement for t
different phases of the rocking field. The broken line sho
the instantaneous value ofc and the solid lines represen
the occurrence of the two pulses~separated byt! used for
the spin-echo measurement. The upper one corresponds
spin-echo measurement centered at zero rocking phasevt
50) and the one in the center of the figure a spin-ec
measurement centered atvt590°. According to the mode
we use to interpret these experiments, whenvt50, revers-
ible driven motion of the flux-line lattice leads to no redu
tion of the spin-echo height. On the other hand, because
maximum flux-line lattice velocity occurs atvt590°, a
spin-echo sequence centered about that value has the m
mum echo height reduction.

In order to initiate each spin-echo measurement from
equilibrium nuclear magnetization, spin-echo measureme
were made at a rate of about 1/sec, which is substantially
than the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate. Under these c
ditions, there were many field rocking cycles between s
cessive NMR measurements.

There are several FL displacements that are significan
interpreting the results:~1! the maximum displacement of
FL during the~reversible! rocking motion,~2! the displace-
ment of the FL during the spin-echo measurement, and~3!
the irreversible change in the FL anchor point during t
spin-echo measurement. For the model of reversible mo
used to interpret our results17 to be applicable, it is importan
that the FL displacement during the spin-echo measurem
be small compared to the separation. Now we indicate so
typical values for these characteristic displacements. Atvt
5p/2, the rocking angle traversed during the dephasing
rephasing timet, is c.c0vt and the corresponding mea
FL displacement for a cylinder during one dephasin
rephasing period isdr .(d/&)c0vt. For typical values of
t, v, andc0 ~t5200ms, v/2p.200 Hz, andc053 mrad!,
this displacement isdr .2.5 nm which is small compared t
the flux-line lattice constanta;50 nm at 1 T. The maximum
amplitude of the FL displacement for these conditions at
surface of a 10mm diameter wire is 0.5c0d.15 nm. Be-
cause of the wide range of conditions used in our exp
ments, the actual values varied from much smaller to sign
cantly larger than these typical values.

Another consideration is FL motion caused by the chan
in the magnitudeof the magnetic field associated with th

-
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7096 PRB 59F. LEFLOCH, W. G. CLARK, AND W. H. WONG
rocking motion. It can cause FL motion by changinga via
vortex nucleation or annihilation at the surface of the sam
followed by motion in and out of the sample. For the sm
values ofc0 used with our measurements, it is easily sho
that the ratio of the FL displacement due to the change in
magnitude of the field to the displacement caused by the fi
rocking is 1

4 c0 , i.e., ,0.63% for c525 mrad, the larges
value we used. Thus, FL motion associated with a chang
a is negligible in our experiments. In fact, we have chos
field rocking as the mechanism for driven FL motion beca
of the complexity of FL motion associated with a change
B. We expect, however, that spin-echo measurements
driven FL motion based upon changingB promise additional
insight and surprises.

Figures 2–4 show typical experimental results for seve
values of these parameters. The symbols are experime
points and the curves are fits to the theoretical models
cussed in the next section. It is evident that the spin-e
height is very sensitive to the external parameters and th
fore to the motion of the flux lines.

There are several qualitative features to be compared
the model for reversible motion17 of the FL outlined in the
next section. First, it is seen that the echo height depend
the phase of the rocking angle. This phenomenon reflects
fact that for the conditions of these experiments the sp
echo amplitude is reduced when FL motion changes the l
field during the spin-echo formation; the greater the veloc
of FL motion the greater the reduction of the echo amplitu
The echo height is therefore a minimum when the rock
phase isp/2 and 3p/2 ~maximum FL velocity! and a maxi-
mum for 0,p and 2p ~minimum FL velocity!. It is also seen
that the reduction in echo height atvt5p/2 is greater for the
larger values ofc0 , v, andt. An important implication of
the normalized echo height returning to 1.0 is that within
resolution of the spin-echo measurements, the FL lattice

FIG. 2. Normalized93Nb spin-echo height as a function of th
rocking phase at 4.6 K and an external field of 1.16 T in 10mm
diameter filaments of NbTi alloy fort5200 and 300ms, v/2p
5100 Hz, and c051.9 mrad. The solid and dotted lines a
the corresponding fits for the one-parameter model w
l~4.6 K!5330 nm. The dashed line is the fit to the extended mo
with dy150.6mm.
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tion is reversible atvt50, p. For the data of Figs. 2 and 4
the maximum amplitude of the FL rocking motion varie
from 0.5 to 9.5 nm and the maximum displacement dur
the spin-echo measurement is less than 0.4 nm. Thus, bo
these quantities are quite small with respect toa. On the
other hand, the data of Fig. 3 correspond to a maximum
displacement amplitude of 58.5 nm and a maximum d
placement during the spin-echo measurement of 3.7
Thus, the former exceedsa but the latter is substantially les
than a, as required by the model we use to interpret t
results.

In these experiments there is also a reduction in the e

h
l

FIG. 3. Normalized93Nb spin-echo height as a function of th
rocking phase at 4.6 K and an external field of 1.16 T in 10mm
diameter filaments of NbTi alloy forc055.9 and 11.7 mrad,t
5100ms and v/2p5100 Hz. The solid and dotted lines ar
the corresponding fits for the one-parameter model w
l~4.6 K!5330 nm. The dashed line is the fit to the extended mo
with dy150.6mm.

FIG. 4. Normalized93Nb spin-echo height as a function of th
rocking phase at 4.6 K and an external field of 1.16 T in 10mm
diameter filaments of NbTi alloy forc055.9 and 11.7 mrad,t
5400ms andv/2p5100 Hz. The solid and dotted lines are th
corresponding fits for the one-parameter model w
l~4.6 K!5330 nm. The dashed line is the fit to the extended mo
with dy150.6mm.
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PRB 59 7097NMR SPIN-ECHO MEASUREMENTS OF REVERSIBLE . . .
height with field rocking that is not related to FL motion. It
a result of the quadrupolar interaction experienced by alm
all of the 93Nb nuclei in the alloy becoming time depende
when the externally applied field is rocked about the fix
sample. Furthermore, since there is a wide distribution
quadrupolar interactions caused by the polycrystalline ch
acter of the sample and the randomness of the alloy struc
the effect of field rocking on the quadrupolar contribution
the precession frequency differs for the various nuclei.
consequence is that the echo height is further reduced by
quadrupolar interaction. This effect is shown in Fig. 5, whe
the echo height as a function of the rocking angle is show
the normal state, where no FL is present.

We have analyzed this effect in detail19 and intend to
publish the results elsewhere. It has similarities and diff
ences in relation to the effect of field rocking on the ec
when the FL is present in the superconducting state.
similarities are that this quadrupolar reduction in the ec
height has the same dependence onc0 , v, andt as does the
FL motion; i.e., it has the same functional dependence on
scaling variablez described in the next section. In particula
the quadrupolar reduction in echo height, which is measu
in the normal state, is simply an additional factor that mu
plies the reduction of the FL motion at the same value oz.
In practice, this quadrupolar reduction~Fig. 5! is measured in
the normal state and the corrected reduction due to FL
tion is obtained by dividing the total reduction by the pure
quadrupolar reduction.

There are also two ways in which the quadrupolar red
tion in echo height differs from that of the FL motion:~1!
The ratio of the strength of the quadrupolar and FL inter
tions varies with the sample, the material, and the nu
investigated and~2! the quadrupolar effect does not depe
on the sample dimensions, whereas the FL effect is v
sensitive to them. If, as in our experiments, these differen
are held constant, the multiplicative correction for the qu
rupole effect described above can be used. It should als
noted that for all of the FL motion results presented in t
paper, the parameters have been chosen to keep the qu
pole correction in the range 0–20 % of the combined q
drupolar and FL echo height reduction.

Finally, we point out that under some conditions the ec
height does not return to 1.0 forvt50, p. One example is
shown in Fig. 6, where the large valuec0525 mrad is used.

FIG. 5. Normalized93Nb spin-echo height as a function of th
rocking phase atT.12 K.Tc and an external field of 1.16 T in 10
mm diameter filaments of NbTi alloy in the normal state. This
duction in echo height is due to the quadrupolar interaction.
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This reduction indicates that the driven FL motion did n
follow the external rocking field. It is a manifestation o
irreversible motion for which the phenomenological exte
sion to the reversible case is developed in the next secti

III. MODELS AND THEIR APPLICATION
TO THE EXPERIMENTS

The main focus of this section will be to compare o
experimental results with models that describe how the e
height scales with the parameters of the field rocking exp
ment. First, we present an overview of the model for reve
ible FL motion developed earlier17 and apply it to our mea-
surements. Although it is adequate for some features of
experimental results, it fails to characterize others. We t
extend the treatment to include a particular type of irreve
ible motion which does fit the data over a much wider ran
of conditions.

In the usual two-pulse spin-echo measurement, one s
from an equilibrium nuclear magnetization in the local ma
netic field B~t! and applies a first pulse that tips the spi
into a plane perpendicular to it. After that, each spinj pre-
cesses in its local field of magnitudeBj (t) at the instanta-
neous angular frequencyv j (t)5gBj (t), wheret is the time
andg is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio. After a durationt a
second rf pulse is applied that reverses the sense of pre
sion and att52t a spin echo with a heightSj (2t) is formed.
The accumulated phase of the spinF j (2t) due to a changing
magnetic fieldDBj (t), is

F j~2t!5gE
0

t

DBj~ t !dt2gE
t

2t

DBj~ t !dt ~1!

and the total amplitude of the spin echo is

Sj~2t!5(
j

e2~2t/T2 jcos@F j~2t!#

5S0~2t!(
j

cos@F j~2t!#, ~2!

-
FIG. 6. Normalized93Nb spin-echo height as a function of th

rocking phase at 4.6 K and an external field of 1.16 T in 10mm
diameter filaments of NbTi alloy forc0525 mrad,t5150ms, and
v/2p530 Hz. The solid line is a guide to the eye. Irreversib
motion of the vortices is responsible for the normalized echo he
not returning to 1.0 forvt590° and 270°.
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whereT2 j is the spin-spin relaxation time~assumed here to
be the same for all nuclei! andS0(2t) is the echo height in
the absence of driven FL motion. The normalized spin-e
height is then defined asS(2t)/S0 . In this analysis, it is
assumed that the local fieldBj is parallel to the applied field
B0 , so that FL motion can affect the NMR precession ra
but that it does not contribute to spin-lattice relaxatio
which requires a fluctuating component perpendicular to
static or slowly varying field that determines the instan
neous precession frequency.

When the local field does not change in time, as fo
static FLL, the accumulated phase is zero and the normal
echo amplitude is equal to 1. The present model estim
the accumulated phaseF j (2t) for small sinusoidal displace
ment of the flux lines. To compare the model to experimen
results we need to estimate the spin echo reduction in a
lindrical geometry. In the notation of Ref. 17, the rockin
angle is

c~ t !5
dB'

B0
cos~vt !5c0 cos~vt !, ~3!

whereB0 anddB' are the amplitudes of the static and roc
ing fields, respectively.

We assume that the flux lines follow exactly the rocki
of the external field by rotating at the frequencyv about their
midpoint within the sample. They can, of course follow t
external field direction by rotating about any point. The re
son for assuming that they pivot about their midpoint in t
sample is that this condition minimizes the dissipation as
ciated with the corresponding flux flow. This constraint
relaxed in the extension of the model to irreversible mot
that is considered later in this section.

In the limit of small displacements, the field variatio
induced by the coherent motion of the flux lines is

DBj~ t !5~“Bj•uj !ysc0cos~vt !, ~4!

whereys is the distance to the axis of the filament anduj is
a unit vector collinear to the displacement, perpendicula
the direction of the flux lines and making an angleu with the
x direction of the FLL. By taking into account the density
nuclei g(ys) at the distanceys and using Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and
~4! one obtains the normalized echo height

S~2t!

S0
5

2

Np E
0

p

du(
i

1

zdGj~u!
J1@zdGj~u!#, ~5!

whereJ1 is the first order Bessel function of the first kind,d
is the radius of a single filament, and

Gj~u!5g~“Bj•uj !5gF]Bj

]x
cosu1

]Bj

]y
sin uG , ~6!

z5
4c0

v
sin2S vt

2 D sin~vt !5z0sin~vt !. ~7!

Note thatGj (u) depends on the penetration depth and
coherence length through the derivatives of the local fieldBj
and that the average overu accounts for the polycrystalline
aspect of the FLL in the multifilamentary sample. ForB0
!Bc2 , Gj (u) is insensitive toj becausea@j. Moreover,
o
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the scaling variablez contains all the experimental param
eters that are changed. To compare the model to the ex
mental results, we use Eq.~5! and compute the local field
with the London model20 in a unit cell of 50350 points. The
average overu is obtained numerically. Equation~5! reveals
some properties of the amplitude of the spin echo that can
checked experimentally. First, the echo height is a perio
function of the rocking phasevt with a period half of that of
the rocking field. Indeed, in this model,S(2t)/S0 is 1 for
vt50,p and the minimum height, later referred asSmin ,
occurs forvt5p/2. Second, the echo height depends on
external parameterst, v, andc0 through the scaling variable
z.

The solid and dotted lines in Figs. 2–4 show the fit of th
model to the experimental results for various conditions
T54.6 K usingl(T54.6 K)5330 nm as the single adjus
able fit parameter. Figure 2 shows the effect of varyingt and
Figs. 3 and 4 display a broad combined range oft andc0 .
These conditions were chosen to provide a maximum red
tion of 30%~triangles! and 50–70 %~circles!. For the upper
curves, where the reduction does not exceed 30%, the fi
the model~solid line! is rather good. On the other hand, th
dotted line that shows the corresponding fit for the larg
reductions models the reduction rather poorly. The exten
model discussed below generates the dashed line that
tends the good fit to the larger reductions. All of the redu
tions on Figs. 2–4 correspond to field rocking conditions t
are ‘‘gentle’’ enough that the quadrupolar correction sho
in Fig. 5 can be neglected.

The part of the curve of Figs. 2–4 that is most sensitive
the parameterl is the echo height atvt590°. For measur-
ing l(T), it is therefore easiest to choose this rocking pha
and varyT. An example of such a measurement from a d
ferent run on the same material is shown in Fig. 7, wh
l(0)2/l2(T) is plotted as a function ofT. The solid line
shows the behavior of the two-fluid model, for whic
l(0)2/l2(T)512(T/Tc)

4 with l(0)5310610 nm. Again,
the fit is rather good and the value forl~0! is close to the
accepted value of 300 nm for a sample withTc59.5 K at
zero magnetic field.21 This curve shows the ability of field
rocking experiments to obtain absolute values ofl as a func-
tion of T. Examination of the model for the reduction of th
echo height shows that it also has good promise for mea
ing the anisotropy ofl in anisotropic superconductors.

FIG. 7. Ratiol2(0)/l2(T) as a function of reduced temperatu
for 10 mm diameter filaments of NbTi alloy obtained from measu
ments of the kind shown in Figs. 2–4. The solid line is a fit to t
two-fluid model for the penetration depth.
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One of the major predictions of the model for the ec
height reduction is the scaling behavior forz shown in Eqs.
~5! and ~7!. Figure 8 shows a series of measurements of
echo heightSmin ~i.e., atvt5p/2! as a function ofz0 that
includes a broad range oft, v, andc0 . The dashed line is
the best fit for the smaller values ofz0 using Eq.~5!. Two
properties are clearly evident. First, the echo scales withz0
over the entire range of the parameterst, v, andc0 . How-
ever, forz0>531028 sec21, the measured echo reduction
greater than that predicted by the model of reversible mot
In what follows, we develop a phenomenological extens
of this model for the echo height reduction that adds so
irreversibility to the vortex motion. It is able to fit both th
extension of the observed scaling behavior into the rang
large z0 and the reduction of the echo height atvt50,p
shown in Fig. 6, where a field rocking curve for a relative
large value ofc0 is shown. There, instead of returning to 1
at vt50,p, the normalized echo height reaches only 0.8

In the above model, we considered only the periodic,
versible motion of the flux lines around their midpoint due
the relatively slow rocking of the external field. But the
field, which in this experiment is applied in the same dire
tion as the rocking field component, can also drive the v
tices, but at the rf frequency. In effect, the rf field ‘‘shakes
the flux lattice in the same direction as the motion induc
by the low frequency rocking. If this shaking induces t
strained FLL to jump to a new pinning configuration, the
will be a corresponding change in the local field that redu
the echo height, even atvt50,p. This kind of effect may
explain the reduction of the echo height seen in Fig. 6. It a
forms the basis for explaining effects we interpret as
assisted annealing of a strained FLL.18

As a guide to the kind of model needed to describe t
reduction, we have examined a large number of meas
ments and found empirically that the reduction atvt50,p
scales according to the productc0t. This behavior is shown
in Fig. 9, whereSmax is graphed as a function ofc0t for
several values of the rocking field parameters. There, i

FIG. 8. Minimum Normalized 93Nb spin-echo height (vt
590°) as a function of the scaling variable for a broad range ov,
t, and c0 . The data show that the scaling withv, t, and c0 is
followed up toz051631028 sec21. The dashed line, which is cal
culated with the one-parameter model fits the values ofz0 up to 4
31028 sec21, but deviates significantly from the data above th
The solid line shows the fit obtained with the extended model o
the entire range ofz0 .
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seen thatSmax does scale asc0t for the range of parameter
used in our measurements.

The extended range of scaling shown in Fig. 8 and
reduction ofSmax seen in Fig. 9 can be fit to the simple
phenomenological extension of our previous model that
now describe. It involves two additional parameters int
duced below. We shall refer to it as the three-parame
model. We emphasize that the introduction of these par
eters is purely phenomenological. Although we believe th
constitute a reasonable hypothesis, there is no detailed,
croscopic theory to justify them that we are aware of.

First, it is assumed that the anchor point for thepth vor-
tex, which is considered the one that dominates“Bj , is
displaced by the distancedyp from the midpoint (ys50) of
the filament and thatdyp is distributed randomly about zer
for the different vortices. Moreover, we include a change
the anchor point that is induced by each rf pulse. In this w
the anchor point will not be the same during the dephas
and rephasing periods. Then, Eq.~4! becomes

DBj 1~ t !5“Bj•uj~ys1dyp1!c0cos~vt ! ~8!

during the dephasing period and

DBj 2~ t !5“Bj•uj~ys1dyp2!c0cos~vt ! ~9!

during the corresponding rephasing time.
Equation~1! is then replaced by

F j~ t !5Gj~u!@z~ys1dyp
1!1dyp

2 sin~vt!cos~vt!#
~10!

with

dyp
15

dyp11dyp2

2
, ~11!

dyp
25

dyp12dyp2

2
. ~12!

.
r

FIG. 9. Normalized93Nb maximum (vt50°) spin-echo height
as a function of the productc0t at 4.6 K and an external field o
1.16 T in 10 mm diameter filaments of NbTi alloy for differen
values oft andv/2p. The rf magnetic field and the rocking field ar
both along thez direction. Scaling byc0t is demonstrated by the
overlap of the data and the solid line shows the fit obtained with
extended model described in the text.
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The quantitiesdyp
1 and dyp

2 represent different aspects o
the vortex rocking motion. The first,dyp

1 is the average dis
placement of the anchor point of the vortex from the cylind
axis during the spin-echo measurement. A reasona
mechanism for it is the random location of pinning centers
the sample. Ifdyp1 anddyp2 are the same during the spin
echo measurement, the rocking motion is reversible and
anchor point is simply shifted from the cylinder axis. It i
therefore, difficult to discern fromdyp

1 if there is an irrevers-
ible component to the driven vortex motion. On the oth
hand,dyp

2 models thechangein the anchor point induced b
the second pulse of the spin-echo sequence. It reflect
irreversible aspect of the vortex motion. We believe it is
manifestation of the complex response of the pinned FLL
the ‘‘shaking’’ by the rf magnetic field.

If we assumedyp
2!dyp

1 and values ofvt that are not too
small ~justified later!, the following expressions apply:

4~ys1dyp!sin2S vt

2 D@dyp
2 sin~vt!, ~13!

F j~ t !5Gj~u!~ys1dyp
1!z when vt5p/2, ~14!

F j~ t !5Gj~u!dyp
2

c0

v
sin~vt! when vt50,p. ~15!

These expressions are used to describe the scaling ofSmin
with z0 for large values ofz0 and to describe the observe
reduction in the normalized height of the echo to less tha
at vt50,p for large values ofGj (u)dyp

2(c0 /v)sin(vt).
The corresponding maximum reductionSmin is

Smin5
1

N (
j
E

0

d 4

pd
dysA12S ys

d D 2

3E
0

p du

p
cos@Gj~u!~ys1dyp

1!z#. ~16!

Integration overys gives

Smin5
1

N (
j
E

0

p du

p
cos@Gj~u!dyp

1z#

3
1

zdGj~u!
J1@zdGj~u!#. ~17!

One way to simplify Eq.~17! is to use

Gj~u!dyp
1z5g“Bj•dr

4

v
sin2S vt

2 D
5gDBj

4

v
sin2S vt

2 D , ~18!

wheredyp
1c0 corresponds to the displacementdr of the flux

line lattice that induces a changeDBj of the local field at the
site of thej th nucleus. Since the distancesdyp1 anddyp2 are
random variables, the terms in Eq.~17! are evaluated using
the probability distributionP(DB) for DB
r
le
n

he

r

an

o

1

Smin5E P~DB!Smin
rock cosFgDB

4

v
sin2S vt

2 D GdDB,

~19!

whereSmin
rock is the maximum reduction of the spin-echo am

plitude in the initial model@Eq. ~5!#. The distributionP(DB)
is modeled as a Gaussian with zero mean and second
ment (dB)2. With this assumption,

Smin5Smin
rock expH 2

1

2
g2~dB!2F 4

v
sin2S vt

2 D G2J . ~20!

Then, (dB)2 is expressed as

~dB!2.~¹B!2~dy1!2~c0!2, ~21!

where (¹B)2 is the mean square field gradient of the loc
field and (dy1)2 is the mean square ofdyp

1 for the distribu-
tion of vortices. Equation~20! then gives

Smin5Smin
rock expH 2

1

2
g2~¹B!2~dy1!2z2J . ~22!

Equation~22! demonstrates that the echo height reduct
at vt5p/2 associated with this three-parameter model
the flux motion multiplies the reduction associated with t
reversible rocking motion and that it also has the same s
ing variablez. Therefore, it has the potential to explain th
extension of the scaling regime toz0.531028 sec21 seen
in Fig. 8.

This result is applied to our data by using the Lond
model with l~4.6 K!5330 nm andj54 nm at B051 T to
obtainA(¹B)2'2.53105 T/m. The solid line shows the ap
plication of this model fordy150.6mm. The same param
eters provide the fit seen with the dashed~lowest! line on
Figs. 2–4.

We now consider the reduction of the amplitude of t
spin echo atvt50,p for large values ofz0 . As we have
shown before, this amplitude (Smax) is indeed a maximum,
but it can be,1, which requires that the driven vortex mo
tion includes an irreversible aspect. It is included in t
three-parameter model viadyp

2 by using Eq.~15! for the
accumulated phase and assuming thatdy2 is a random vari-
able with second moment (dy2)2. Then,Smax is given by

Smax5expH 2
1

2
g2~¹B!2~dy2!2

c0

v
sin vtJ

.expH 2
1

2
g2~¹B!2~dy2!2c0tJ , ~23!

where the lower row corresponds to the limitvt!1, which
almost always applies to our measurements. When this
proximation applies,Smax is a function of the scaling variable
c0t. In Fig. 9 it is seen that this scaling relation is followe
over a wide range ofc0 for two values oft. The solid line is
a fit of Eq. ~23! using the valuedy2510 nm as the only
additional adjustable parameter.

An important result of this analysis is that the thre
parameter model, which includes irreversible driven vor
motion, covers both the scaling toz051631028 sec21 for
Smin and the reduction ofSmax. The values obtained for the
location of the anchor points relative to the cylinder ax
dys1'dys2'0.5mm, appear reasonable for our sample g
ometry and justify the approximations that were made.
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The ability of this model to fit the two scaling relation
suggests the following microscopic picture. The termt in the
scaling relation of Fig. 8@Eq. ~23!# implies that at the maxi-
mum value ofc(t)5c0 , the rf pulse moves the vortices
which then remain nearly fixed in position between pulses
the irreversible motion were caused by the rocking for
acting alone, it can be shown that a higher power oft should
be observed. The appearance of the factorc0 suggests that a
the limit of the rocking motion the FLL is strained wit
respect to its optimal configuration relative to the pinni
centers and that the displacement of the rocking anchor p
by the rf field is proportional to this strain.

Although this three-parameter model appears to w
well in this situation, it should be emphasized thatl ~and
therefore¹B! can be obtained from measurements at
smaller values ofz0 that can be interpreted with the on
parameter model that does not require the introduction of
extra parametersdy1 anddy2. The work presented here i
for a single value and direction ofB1 . On the basis of ex-
ploratory measurements, we anticipate that the param
dy2 will depend on both the magnitude and direction ofB1 .

There are many candidates for future investigations
are related to the work described here. They include the
tension to different polarization directions and amplitudes
the rf magnetic field, other sample geometries, such as a
plate or film, anisotropic superconductors, where it should
possible to obtain the anisotropy ofl, high-temperature su
perconductors, with their multiplicity of fluxoid phases, m
terials with much weaker pinning than NbTi alloy, and alte
native methods of driving the vortex structure, such
changing the field magnitude or applying an electrical c
rent perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Another interesting possibility is to extend the method
measure the superconducting coherence lengthj. Measure-
ments at fields much less than the upper critical field, suc
n
s
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those shown in Fig. 7, need only the single parameterl to fit
the data because the field distribution of only a tiny fracti
of the sample is affected byj. As the upper critical field is
approached, however, a progressively larger fraction of
sample has its local field determined byj. Under these con-
ditions it is expected that values of bothl and j will be
needed to model spin-echo measurements of driven vo
motion. Some preliminary modeling calculations we ha
done support this expectation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented experimental results on the effect
reversible and irreversible small-amplitude driven FLL m
tion on the NMR spin-echo amplitude in the mixed state o
type-II superconductor with a cylindrical sample geomet
These measurements support the appropriateness of a
ementary scaling variablez0 which takes into account sev
eral of the experimental parameters that are used. It has
demonstrated that a single-parameter model of revers
motion17 can be directly used for values of the scaling va
ablez0 less than 531028 sec21. In this range, the absolut
value of the penetration depthl can be obtained. For large
values of this scaling variable, the data can be fit to
three-parameter model developed here that includes irrev
ible driven motion of the vortices and a FL rotation anch
point that is not at the center of each FL.
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